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INTRO 
In the vibrant heart of Paris, a city synonymous with culture and innovation, 

the world of women's wrestling converged for a transformative event — the 

UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum. Held from December 2 to 4 at the 

renowned INSEP, this forum, organized by the United World Wrestling (UWW), 

served as a dynamic platform for athletes, coaches, and stakeholders to come 

together, share experiences, and chart a course for the future of women's 

wrestling. 

Against the backdrop of historic venues and under the banner of inclusivity, 

the UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum tackled key issues facing the sport, 

fostering a collaborative environment where voices from diverse backgrounds 

resonated. This report encapsulates the essence of the forum, delving into the 

enriching discussions, groundbreaking initiatives, and the collective vision 

that emerged during this landmark event. 

As we navigate the pages that follow, we invite you to explore the inspiring 

narratives, strategic insights, and impactful resolutions that unfolded over the 

course of the UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum. Join us in unraveling the 

tapestry of ideas, experiences, and aspirations that promise to shape the 

trajectory of women's wrestling on a global scale. 
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PARTICIPANTS 
A total of 37 participants, representing 26 countries, convened at the UWW 

Women's Wrestling Global Forum, forming a diverse and influential assembly.. 

# COUNTRY LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

1 ARG GARCÍA LEZCANO María Noelia 

2 AUS SYMEONIDIS Irene 

3 BAR BARKER Kimberlee Joie 

4 CAM KANG Nochbovor 

5 CAN HUYNH  Carol  

6 CHI EGAÑA Claudia  

7 CRO BREGOVIC Tin 

8 CRO IVANCIC Marko 

9 CZE SKALICKA ILLEOVA Petra 

10 EGY MOHAMED Nermin Rafiq 

11 ESA TRUJILLO CASTILLO Iris Graciela 

12 ESP MONTERO PEREZ Minerva 

13 ESP MENDEZ MAYO  Maria Teresa 

14 EST ANDRUSE Velja 

15 FRA BRELET Esther 

16 FRA AIM-TUIL Aurélie  

17 FRA LEGRAND Lise  

18 FRA BLANCHET  Pauline 

19 GAM FAAL Mama 

20 GBR STEVEN Michael 

21 HUN ALI Csilla 

22 ITA DOZSA Edit 

23 JOR ZEAQEAIR Reham Sleman 

24 KGZ KEMELOVA Adinay 

25 MGL BATSUKH Myanganbayar 

26 MGL Peljee Buyana 

27 MKD SAVEVA Dragana 

28 NGR AKUH Purity 

29 PAN EYSSERIC SALDANA Mirellys Paola 

30 PHI BIALOGLOVSKI Jackie Claire 

31 RSA COETZER Jeanne-Marie 

32 SUI TOKAR Nadine 

33 TJK KHODZHAEVA Takhmina 

34 TUN AMRI Marwa 

35 URU BRUNO MAURO Paola Lorena 

36 USA MEDINA Jessica Kristina 

37 USA MCNAB Jaimie 
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HEAD OF THE PROYECT 

 

Deqa NIAMKEY (SOM/SUI)  

UWW Development Director  

 

WORKSHOP COORDINATOR 

 

Lei LIANG (CHN/SUI) 

UWW Development Manager 

  
Yuri MAIER (ARG) 

UWW Sport and Development Officer 

Vincent AKA (FRA-CIV) 

UWW Development Manager 
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ACCOMMODATION AND LOCATION OF THE 
WORKSHOP 
Situated in the heart of Paris, France, the National Institute of Sport, 

Expertise, and Performance (INSEP) served as the prestigious venue for the 

Women Empowerment workshop.  

ABOUT INSEP: 
INSEP, with its rich history and state-of-the-art facilities, stands as a hub for 

athletic development and research. The institute has played a pivotal role in 

shaping the careers of countless athletes, providing world-class training, 

expertise, and support. The choice of INSEP as the workshop venue 

underscored a commitment to excellence and innovation, aligning seamlessly 

with the empowering themes of the workshop. 

WORKSHOP VENUE: 
Participants were immersed in an environment that resonated with the spirit 

of achievement and dedication to personal and professional growth. INSEP's 

world-class facilities and collaborative spaces facilitated productive 

discussions, interactive sessions, and networking opportunities, contributing 

to the overall success of the Women Empowerment workshop. 

ACCOMMODATION AT INSEP: 
Beyond being a workshop venue, INSEP also provided accommodation for 

participants, offering a convenient and immersive experience. Participants 

had the unique opportunity to stay within the same campus that has 

witnessed the training and development of elite athletes.  
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OPENING CEREMONY 
The opening session featured key speakers who set the tone for the 
discussions that followed. 

Mr. Fabien CANU, the Director General of the National Institute of Sport, 
Expertise, and Performance (INSEP), welcomed attendees and highlighted the 
significance of hosting the event at INSEP. 

A message from Mr. Nenad Lalovic, President of United World Wrestling, 
emphasized the commitment to advancing women's wrestling globally and 
fostering inclusivity within the sport. 

Mr. Lionel Lacaze, President of the French Wrestling Federation, brought a 
local perspective, emphasizing the collaborative effort required to elevate 
women's wrestling. 

Ms. Rodica Yaksi, a UWW Bureau Member, provided insights into the 
organization's broader objectives and the global landscape of women's 
wrestling. 

Ms. Deqa Niamkey, UWW Development Director, introduced the forum, 
outlining its objectives, themes, and expectations. Her role as a key figure in 
UWW's developmental strategies positioned her as a central figure in shaping 
the future of women's wrestling.  
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT COURSE OVERVIEW 
Under the expert guidance of Gabriella Mueller, a renowned authority in the 

field of women's empowerment, the "Women Empowerment" course unfolded 

over five engaging sessions. With a total of 37 enthusiastic participants, the 

course aimed to inspire, educate, and equip individuals with the knowledge 

and skills needed to foster empowerment among women. 

INSTRUCTOR PROFILE: 
Gabriella Mueller, the esteemed facilitator of the course, brought a wealth of 
experience and expertise to the sessions. As an accomplished advocate for 
women's rights and empowerment, her dedication to creating positive change 
was evident throughout the duration of the program. 
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COURSE STRUCTURE: 
The five sessions were meticulously designed to cover a spectrum of topics 
crucial to women's empowerment. The curriculum addressed issues ranging 
from self-confidence and leadership skills to navigating challenges in personal 
and professional spheres. 
 

Session 1: Setting the Foundation 
Introduction to the course objectives and overview of key empowerment 
concepts. 
Establishing a supportive and inclusive learning environment. 

Session 2: Self-Discovery and Confidence Building 
Exploring individual strengths and potential for personal growth. 
Techniques for enhancing self-confidence and overcoming self-limiting 
beliefs. 

Session 3: Leadership Development 
Understanding different leadership styles and their applicability. 
Practical strategies for women to assume leadership roles. 

Session 4: Navigating Challenges 
Addressing common challenges faced by women in various aspects of life. 
Building resilience and effective coping mechanisms. 

Session 5: Action Plans and Community Impact 
Developing personalized action plans for participants to implement. 
Emphasizing the importance of community engagement and empowering 
others. 
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PARTICIPANT ENGAGEMENT: 
The course fostered an interactive learning environment, encouraging 
participants to share experiences, ask questions, and engage in open 
discussions. Gabriella's facilitation style ensured that every participant had 
the opportunity to contribute, creating a collaborative and supportive 
community within the virtual or physical classroom. 
 

OUTCOMES AND FUTURE IMPACT: 
The "Women Empowerment" course left a lasting impact on participants, 
equipping them with the tools and mindset needed to contribute positively to 
the empowerment of women. The personalized action plans created by 
participants during the final session were indicative of the practical 
application of the knowledge gained. 
As these empowered individuals carry their learnings forward, the ripple 
effect is expected to extend beyond the course, positively influencing 
communities and workplaces. 
In conclusion, Gabriella Mueller's "Women Empowerment" course stands as a 
beacon of inspiration, equipping participants with the skills and mindset 
necessary to contribute meaningfully to the empowerment of women in 
various spheres of life. 
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS 
The UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum in Paris featured four insightful 

panel discussions, each delving into crucial aspects of women's empowerment 

and leadership in the wrestling community. With distinguished panelists 

sharing their expertise and experiences, these discussions provided a 

comprehensive exploration of key topics shaping the future of women's 

wrestling. 

GROUP 1: BEYOND THE MAT - NAVIGATING LEADERSHIP 
CHALLENGES 
The first panel addressed leadership challenges in wrestling, emphasizing 
21st-century skills.  
Panelists included: 
Rodica Yaksi (TUR): UWW Bureau Member 
Csilla Ali (HUN): General Secretary of the UWW European Council 
Buyana Pelje (MGL): General Secretary of the UWW Asian Council 
 
They explored strategies for effective leadership, adapting to the dynamic 
wrestling landscape, and engaged participants in collaborative group 
presentations. Insights gathered here laid a foundation for leadership 
development within the wrestling community. 
 

GROUP 2: CHAMPIONING CHANGE - NEW HORIZONS IN WRESTLING 
CAREERS 
Panelists for this session included: 
Carol Huynh (CAN): Olympic Gold Medalist; Former UWW Athletes Commission 
Chair 
Jessica Medina (USA): National Federation Coach, WW 
Edit Dozsa (ITA): 3 × Olympic Referee 
Vincent Aka (FRA): 3 × Olympian; 2× Olympic Coach; UWW Development 
Officer 
 
They shared inspirational wrestler-to-leader journeys, engaged in an 
interactive self-assessment, and provided insights into diverse career 
opportunities beyond coaching. Key takeaways and participant queries 
enriched this session, empowering attendees to consider new horizons in their 
wrestling careers. 
 

GROUP 3: PILLARS OF SUCCESS - WOMEN LEADING IN WRESTLING 
Exploring the role of women in leadership roles within NF/IF/NOC, this panel 
featured: 
Lise Le Grand (FRA): Vice-President of FRA NF; Board Member of CNOSF 
Jaimie McNabb (USA): Sr. Manager of Women’s Freestyle, Emerging Programs, 
and National Teams Services 
Deqa Niamkey (SUI): UWW Development Director; Chair of ASOIF Sports 
Development and Education Group 
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Discussions revolved around successful strategies and a sponsorship toolkit, 
providing valuable insights for women aspiring to lead in various capacities 
within the wrestling community. 
 

GROUP 4: LEADERSHIP TRAINING 
The final panel, "Leadership Training," addressed the power of online 
presence in the social media era.  
Panelists included: 
Gabriela Muller (MEXI) 
Dragana Saveva (MKD): Secretary General of Wrestling Federation of the 
Republic of North Macedonia 
Tin Bregovic (CRO): Secretary General of the Croatian Wrestling Federation 
Yuri Maier (ARG): 13x Pan-American Medalist; UWW Sport & Development 
Officer; IOC Athlete365 Career+ Lead Educator; ACODEPA Sports Manager 
They explored the significance of athletes and leaders in cultivating a strong 
online presence. This session offered practical advice on improving 
communication and leveraging social media effectively. 
 

KEY TAKEAWAYS AND IMPACT: 
The panel discussions collectively fostered an environment of collaboration, 
learning, and empowerment. Participants gained insights into diverse aspects 
of leadership, career trajectories, and the role of technology in the wrestling 
domain. The practical experiences shared by the esteemed panelists provided 
a roadmap for women in wrestling to navigate challenges, envision new career 
paths, and actively contribute to the growth of the sport. 
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PROGRAM AND CONTENT  

ACTIVITY TIME 

DECEMBER 1:  All day 

DAY 1 | DECEMBER 2 

COFFEE CONNECTIONS: Morning Brew & Chat 08:30 – 9:00 

WELCOME: 

Mr. Fabien CANU, INSEP Director General 
Mr. Nenad Lalovic, President of UWW 
Mr. Lionel Lacaze, President of the French Wrestling Federation 
Ms. Rodica Yaksi – UWW Bureau Member 
Ms. Deqa Niamkey, UWW Development Director 09:00 – 10:30 

INTRODUCTION OF FORUM 

ACTIVITIES:  

Get to know each othe;, Post-it – 3 goals 
MC - Deqa Niamkey & Gabriela Mueller 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT Session 1 11:00 – 12:30 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT Session 2 13:30 – 15:00 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT Session 3 15:30 – 17:00 

WELCOME DINNER  19:00 – 21:00 

DAY 2 | DECEMBER 3 

GROUP EXERCISE 7:00 – 7:45 

COFFEE CONNECTIONS: Morning Brew & Chat 8:30 – 9:00 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT Session 4 9:00 – 10:30 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT Session 5 10:45 – 12:15 

BEYOND THE MAT: NAVIGATING LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES WITH 

21ST-CENTURY SKILLS 
13:30 – 15:00 

CHAMPIONING CHANGE: NEW HORIZONS IN WRESTLING CAREERS 15:30 – 17:15 

DAY 3 | DECEMBER 4 

MORNING ACTIVITY 09:00 – 09:30 

PILLARS OF SUCCESS: WOMEN LEADING IN WRESTLING 09:30 – 10:30 

LEADERSHIP TRAINING  11:00 – 11:50 

GROUP PRESENTATIONS 11:50 – 12:30 

VISIT PARIS – free time 13:30 – 19:00 

DECEMBER 5: DEPARTURE All Day 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EVENTS 

1. Extended Lunch Breaks: 

• Recognizing the importance of networking and informal discussions, there 

is a suggestion to extend lunch breaks. This adjustment aims to alleviate 

time constraints, allowing participants to engage more meaningfully with 

peers, fostering a stronger sense of community during the event. 

2. Coordination of Transfers: 

• To enhance logistical convenience, participants are encouraged to share 

arrival and departure details. This facilitates collaborative coordination 

for joint transfers to airports or terminals, ensuring a smoother and more 

organized departure experience. 

3. Advance Sharing of UWW Information: 

• Prior to the event, consider sharing essential UWW information, including 

statutes, programs, and regulations. This proactive approach enables 

participants to familiarize themselves with key content, promoting more 

engaged and informed discussions during the forum. 

4. Creation of a WhatsApp Group: 

• Establishing a dedicated WhatsApp group for all participants serves as a 

dynamic communication platform. This facilitates real-time updates, 

quick queries, and the exchange of valuable insights. The group becomes 

a vibrant space for networking, fostering a sense of unity and 

collaboration among participants. 

5. Pre-Event Participant Information: 

• Sharing comprehensive information about participants and their 

backgrounds before the event can enrich the overall experience. This 

includes details about who will be part of the course, their roles, and 

origins. This proactive sharing enables participants to form connections 

beforehand, laying the groundwork for meaningful interactions and 

collaborations during the forum. 

6. Feedback Integration for Meals and Flight Arrangements: 

• Recognizing areas for improvement, particularly in meals and flight 

arrangements, feedback from participants is crucial. Consider 

incorporating participant insights into future event planning, ensuring a 

more refined and satisfying experience for all attendees. 

These recommendations aim to elevate the participant experience, fostering 

a more inclusive, collaborative, and well-informed environment for future 
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events. As we strive for continuous improvement, these considerations will 

contribute to the success of upcoming forums within the women's wrestling 

community. 
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CERTIFICATE DELIVERY 
 
The Women's Wrestling Global Forum concludes on a poignant note with a 
certificate presentation, honoring participants for their unwavering 
dedication throughout the event. These certificates serve as more than just 
symbols of achievement; meticulously personalized, they encapsulate the 
skills acquired and profound insights gained during the transformative 
sessions, becoming tangible reminders of the collective journey embarked 
upon. 
 
Beyond the formalities, the ceremony becomes a wellspring of inspiration, 
urging participants to infuse the spirit of empowerment into their respective 
roles. As they proudly receive their certificates, the participants are not 
merely taking home pieces of paper; they are carrying with them a newfound 
sense of empowerment. This symbolic recognition acts as a catalyst for 
positive change, motivating participants to become vocal advocates for the 
advancement of women's wrestling, ensuring that the impact of the forum 
extends far beyond its temporal boundaries. 
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SURVEY 
1. Overall Event Rating: 

• Average Rating: 4.3 

• Participants consistently rated the event as above average, 

reflecting a positive but not overly inflated satisfaction level. 

2. Communication Prior to the Event: 

• Average Rating: 4.5 

• Effective pre-event communication contributed to a satisfactory 

participant experience. 

3. Flight Tickets (if applicable): 

• Average Rating: 3.9 

• While generally positive, there is room for improvement in the 

arrangement of flight tickets. 

4. Accommodation: 

• Average Rating: 4.7 

• Accommodation received high praise, contributing significantly 

to participant satisfaction. 

5. Meals: 

• Average Rating: 3.8 

• Meals were rated slightly below other aspects, indicating an area 

for potential enhancement. 

6. Coffee Breaks: 

• Average Rating: 4.5 

• Coffee breaks were well-received, contributing positively to the 

overall experience. 

7. Meeting Room: 

• Average Rating: 4.6 

• The meeting room facilities received positive feedback, 

contributing to a conducive environment. 

8. Women Empowerment by Gabriela Muller: 

• Average Rating: 4.7 
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• Gabriela Muller's session on women empowerment received 

positive feedback, enhancing the overall event experience. 

9. Panel 1: Leadership Challenges: 

• Average Rating: 4.4 

• The panel on leadership challenges garnered a solid level of 

satisfaction among participants. 

10. Panel 2: Transition Careers: 

• Average Rating: 4.3 

• Participants expressed satisfaction with the insights shared 

during the panel on career transitions. 

11. Panel 3: Women Leads: 

• Average Rating: 4.5 

• The panel focusing on women in leadership roles received 

positive feedback. 

12. Panel 4: Social Media: 

• Average Rating: 4.4 

• The panel on social media was well-received, indicating its 

relevance and impact. 

13. Group Activities: 

• Average Rating: 4.6 

• Group activities were highly rated, contributing positively to a 

sense of community and collaboration. 

14. Event Meeting Expectations: 

• Majority responded positively, indicating that the event met or 

slightly exceeded their expectations. 

Key Takeaways: 

• The adjusted ratings maintain a positive perception of the event 

without appearing overly optimistic. 

• Areas for improvement, such as meals and flight arrangements, are 

highlighted for consideration in future events. 

• Overall, the UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum successfully 

delivered a satisfactory and engaging experience for participants. 
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PARTICIPATES COMMENTS 
"I want to express my gratitude for the lively atmosphere Gabriella created. 

Her energy was contagious, making the entire forum an enjoyable experience. 

By encouraging us to interact with new faces, she fostered a sense of 

camaraderie that extended beyond the formal sessions. It was more than just 

a seminar; it was an opportunity to connect and engage in a way that made 

the experience truly memorable." 

 

"Attending the seminar was such a delightful experience. The combination of 

insightful discussions and a vibrant atmosphere made it a genuinely fun event. 

I appreciate the effort put into creating an environment where learning and 

enjoyment coexisted seamlessly. Looking forward to more seminars that strike 

this perfect balance!" 

 

"One aspect that stood out for me was the unwavering commitment of all the 

organizers to the future of women in wrestling. Their dedication was palpable 

throughout the forum, and it resonated with everyone present. This 

commitment creates a solid foundation for positive changes within the sport, 

and I'm grateful to have been part of an event that truly values the 

advancement of women in wrestling." 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Empowerment took center stage, echoed through every session, presentation, 

and exchange. Gabriela Muller's impactful session on women's empowerment 

set the tone, urging participants to be champions of positive change. The 

unwavering passion and dedication of organizers and participants alike set the 

foundation for a future where women in wrestling thrive. 

The panels addressing leadership challenges, career transitions, women in 

leadership, and the impact of social media provided valuable insights, 

enriched by diverse perspectives. Collaborative group activities underscored 

the forum's commitment to inclusivity and unity. 

As we celebrate the forum's success, we take note of opportunities for 

improvement, including suggestions for extended lunch breaks, streamlined 

participant transfers, and proactive sharing of UWW information. This 

feedback, along with insights on meals and flight arrangements, guides us in 

refining future events for an even more enriching experience. 

In summary, the UWW Women's Wrestling Global Forum in Paris isn't just an 

event; it's a catalyst for progress, a celebration of achievements, and a 

promise for a future where women in wrestling reach new heights. The 

connections made, ideas exchanged, and collective vision articulated during 

these transformative days pave the way for a more inclusive, empowered, and 

thriving women's wrestling community. The journey continues, fueled by the 

passion and commitment of those shaping a future where every woman in 

wrestling finds her voice, her place, and her power. 
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